4o8	TYPE-PROBLEM IN BIOGRAPHY
every sort of means, whether permissible or not This
differentiated capacity for expression provides a suitable
background for impressive ideas, besides being an accom-
modating assistance in helping the deficient understanding
of his public over the interstices of his thinking.
Ostwald's emphasis upon the successful and brilliant
academic activities of the romantic is, therefore, entirely
expressive of this type. The romantic feels himself into
his pupils and knows the right word at the right moment,
But the classic is held to his own thoughts and problems,
and thus is blind to his pupils' difficulties in understanding.
Speaking of the classic Helmholtz, Ostwald remarks
(p. 377):
" In spite of his prodigious learning, comprehensive experience,
and richly creative mind, he was never a good teacher: his
reactions never came instantaneously, but only after a certain
lapse of time. Confronted by a pupil's question in the laboratory,
he would promise to think it over, and only after several days
would he bring the answer; this turned out to be so remote from
the situation of the pupil that only in the rarest cases was it
possible for the latter to discover any connection between the
difficulty he had felt and the well-rounded theory of a general
problem subsequently expounded by the teacher. Thus, not
only was the immediate help lacking upon which every beginner
very largely relies, but also that guidance commensurate with the
pupil's personality by which he may gradually develop from the
natural dependence of the beginner to the complete mastery
of his chosen branch of science. All such defects have their
immediate source in the inability of the teacher to react directly
as the need of the pupil presents itself, his reactions demanding
so much time for their expected and desired operation that their
very effect is lost."
Ostwald's explanation of this as the result of the
slowness of the introvert's reaction seems to me inadequate.
There is no sort of proof that Helmholtz possessed a low
reactive rapidity. He merely reacted inwardly rather
than outwardly. Because the pupil was not felt-into, as
it were, the latter's need was dark to him. His attitude

